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Anisotropic and plane-selective migration of the carbon vacancy in SiC: Theory and experiment
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We investigate the migration mechanism of the carbon vacancy (VC) in silicon carbide (SiC) using a
combination of theoretical and experimental methodologies. The VC, commonly present even in state-of-the-art
epitaxial SiC material, is known to be a carrier lifetime killer and therefore strongly detrimental to device
performance. The desire for VC removal has prompted extensive investigations involving its stability and
reactivity. Despite suggestions from theory that VC migrates exclusively on the C sublattice via vacancy-atom
exchange, experimental support for such a picture is still unavailable. Moreover, the existence of two inequivalent
locations for the vacancy in 4H-SiC [hexagonal, VC(h), and pseudocubic, VC(k)] and their consequences for VC

migration have not been considered so far. The first part of the paper presents a theoretical study of VC migration
in 3C- and 4H-SiC. We employ a combination of nudged elastic band (NEB) and dimer methods to identify the
migration mechanisms, transition state geometries, and respective energy barriers for VC migration. In 3C-SiC,
VC is found to migrate with an activation energy of EA = 4.0 eV. In 4H-SiC, on the other hand, we anticipate
that VC migration is both anisotropic and basal-plane selective. The consequence of these effects is a slower
diffusivity along the axial direction, with a predicted activation energy of EA = 4.2 eV, and a striking preference
for basal migration within the h plane with a barrier of EA = 3.7 eV, to the detriment of the k-basal plane. Both
effects are rationalized in terms of coordination and bond angle changes near the transition state. In the second
part, we provide experimental data that corroborates the above theoretical picture. Anisotropic migration of VC

in 4H-SiC is demonstrated by deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) depth profiling of the Z1/2 electron
trap in annealed samples that were subject to ion implantation. Activation energies of EA = (4.4 ± 0.3) eV
and EA = (3.6 ± 0.3) eV were found for VC migration along the c and a directions, respectively, in excellent
agreement with the analogous theoretical values. The corresponding prefactors of D0 = 0.54 cm2/s and
0.017 cm2/s are in line with a simple jump process, as expected for a primary vacancy point defect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of silicon carbide (SiC), including a wide
band gap, large breakdown field, and radiation hardness, are
highly advantageous for conceiving novel quantum, optical,
and electronic devices [1,2], such as power MOSFETs [3]
and nuclear detectors operating under harsh conditions [4].
Recent breakthroughs have established SiC as a leading can-
didate host for solid-state single-photon emitters (SPEs) and
spin centers that are highly desirable for quantum computing
devices. Behind these findings are the silicon vacancy (VSi) in
4H-SiC [5], as well as the nitrogen-vacancy (NCVSi) [5,6] and
divacancy (VCVSi) [6–8] centers in both 3C and 4H materials.
On the other hand, for devices that essentially rely on the
lifetime of charge carriers, defects remain a perennial threat.
Unlike extended defects which have been largely eliminated
from state-of-the-art epitaxial material, point defects and im-
purities still limit the minority carrier lifetime in SiC by acting
as carrier traps and recombination centers.
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The carbon vacancy (VC), in particular, is a prominent trap
with strong and detrimental impact on the carrier lifetime of
4H-SiC [9–11]. Being omnipresent even in state-of-the-art
epitaxial material [12] (where VC is typically found in concen-
trations in the range 1012–1013 cm−3), the VC effectively limits
the carrier lifetime to below 5 ∼ μs, which is too low for
devices operating with blocking voltages above 10 kV [13].
Understanding the behavior of this defect, especially during
common device processing steps such as ion implantation
and high temperature heat treatments, is therefore crucial for
realizing the full potential of SiC.

In 4H-SiC, and disregarding any departure from the perfect
vacancy structure due to pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortions [14],
VC may occur in two configurations, namely at pseudocubic
and hexagonal sites [VC(k) and VC(h)], essentially differing
by some of their second neighbors and more remote ligands.
The 3C-SiC cubic phase is isotropic, and only one VC con-
figuration can be found. Both VC configurations in 4H-SiC
are negative-U double acceptors, meaning that single-negative
charge states are metastable and accessible only upon persis-
tent illumination [15]. In n-type 4H-SiC, a twofold electron
emission from VC can be detected by deep level transient
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spectroscopy (DLTS), being manifested as a prominent peak
at about 290 K (labeled Z1/2). This peak was connected to the
superposition of (−2/0) charge-state transitions of both VC(k)
and VC(h) defects. Measurements of the activation energy for
electron emission placed the transition at 0.67 eV below the
conduction band edge (Ec) [15]. As far as we are aware,
no analogous DLTS peaks were detected in 3C-SiC. This
could be explained if we consider that the valence band
maxima of 3C- and 4H-SiC are essentially aligned (a small
∼60 meV offset has been measured [16]), and that the Langer-
Heinrich rule applies to defects in different SiC polytypes
[17], i.e., VC levels are approximately pinned to the vacuum
level regardless of the polytype [18]. With this in mind, we
estimate the (−2/0) transition of VC in 3C-SiC to be located
at ∼0.3–0.4 eV above Ec.

First-principles calculations show that the charge-neutral
VC in 4H-SiC has a low formation energy in the range
4.5–5 eV [14,19], partly explaining its prevalence in as-grown
(nonirradiated) material, apparently showing a high thermal
stability [12,20,21]. It has been shown that reaching the
thermodynamic equilibrium of the VC, at, e.g., ∼1500 ◦C,
requires less than 1 h and results in a VC concentration of only
∼1011 cm−3 [13]. On the other hand, electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) studies reported that VC anneals out already
at 1100 ◦C [22,23], with some traces remaining at 1600 ◦C.
These observations could however be explained by a reac-
tion with an impurity or defect that becomes mobile above
1100 ◦C, and not necessarily by the disappearance of VC upon
its motion. Thus, despite indications that VC could be mobile
over a wide temperature window (∼1100–1600 ◦C), both its
diffusivity and underlying mechanism remain undetermined.
At the above temperatures, intrinsic conditions apply to SiC,
and most likely VC adopts the neutral charge state in both 3C-
and 4H-SiC. However, by noting that under these conditions
the Fermi level is close to the donor transition of VC, we
cannot entirely rule out a possible contribution of a smaller
population of positively charged vacancies to the diffusivity.

Previous theoretical studies suggest that the migration
mechanism of VC, in both 3C- and 4H-SiC, does not involve
other defects. They indicate that VC jumps are solely mediated
by vacancy-atom exchange within the C sublattice [24,25].
For neutral VC in 3C-SiC, the activation energy for migration
via second-neighbor hopping was estimated at EA = 3.5 eV
using local density functional theory [24–26]. In order to
mitigate the self-interaction error from the local functional,
that figure was increased to 4.2 eV after post correcting the
total energies by means of ad-hoc shifts to the one-electron
energies [26]. Other studies, using larger supercells and an
efficient but less accurate self-consistent density-functional-
based tight-binding method, reported activation barriers as
high as 4.8 eV [26,27]. Assuming that the diffusivity is
thermally activated with an attempt frequency for jumping
approximated by the Debye frequency of SiC, the above
range of activation energies corresponds to an error bar in the
annealing temperature of nearly 600 ◦C.

The above discussion relates to VC diffusivity in 3C-SiC.
However, regarding 4H-SiC (the material of choice by the
industry to fabricate power devices), we are dealing with a
problem which is largely unchartered. Recently, activation
barriers for the jumping of point defects in 4H-SiC (mostly

concerning the VSi defect) were shown to depend substantially
on the sublattice location of the starting and ending structures
[28]. A subsequent study demonstrated a similar effect for
neutral VC [29]. Interestingly, and although not reported by
the authors, from their results we can infer that VC diffusiv-
ity could be anisotropic. Hence, the large scattering in the
reported theoretical barriers, as well as a poor understanding
of the connection between crystalline anisotropy and vacancy
diffusivity, call for a close look at this problem.

A deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) study indi-
cated that VC could diffuse laterally in c-cut (0001) samples
already at room temperature [30]. This was, however, put into
question in a recent experimental study, where we found that
temperatures above 1200 ◦C [31] are required for significant
VC migration along both the a and the c directions (〈112̄0〉
and 〈0001〉, respectively). In the same study, VC diffusion in
4H-SiC was demonstrated to be anisotropic [31]. This was
achieved by combining heat treatments up to 1400 ◦C with
subsequent DLTS depth profiling to resolve VC depth distribu-
tions before and after diffusion [31]. The defect was found to
diffuse much farther along the basal direction (in comparison
to the axial direction), but unfortunately activation energies
and diffusivities for VC migration were not reported at the
time due to lack of data. Still, the small (∼0.02%) difference
between basal and pseudoaxial jump lengths in 4H-SiC can
hardly explain that observation. In Ref. [31] it was suggested
that the anisotropy could be related to the fact that 4H-
SiC holds two distinct carbon vacancies, namely VC(k) and
VC(h), but the argument was not sufficiently developed as to
substantiate such a statement.

Anisotropic diffusivity can lead to inhomogeneities in the
VC concentration across SiC-based devices, degrading carrier
lifetime in certain areas which are then rendered useless.
Such problems are likely to be extended to dopant activation
and distribution, which depend on vacancy diffusion, thus
prompting a search for the details behind anisotropy during
thermally activated VC migration. In the present study we aim
at elucidating the atomistic aspects of VC migration in 3C- and
4H-SiC by combining theory and experiments while taking
the duality of lattice sites in 4H-SiC into account. To that end,
we employ hybrid (nonlocal) and semilocal density functional
calculations, combining the nudged elastic band and dimer
methods to explore the potential energy surface along individ-
ual vacancy jumps. Moreover, we study thermally activated
VC migration experimentally (in 4H-SiC only), by combining
heat treatments and DLTS depth profiling measurements, and
quantify VC diffusivities along two different crystallographic
directions: the c direction and the a direction. In addition to
yielding the energy barriers for VC migration, the experimental
data offers the possibility to determine the mechanism by
which carbon vacancies migrate in 4H-SiC.

The paper is organized in the following way. Section II
contains the relevant computational details, with a large por-
tion of this section devoted to tests and benchmarking to
support our results. The experimental methods used are also
found in Sec. II. The main findings of this work are presented
in Sec. III, divided into a theory section (which is separated
according to the SiC polytype under scrutiny) and an ex-
perimental section. Section IV is devoted to a comparison
of the theoretical and experimental results, a discussion of
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key issues including the electronic and atomistic structure
along migration paths, and consequences for self-diffusion in
4H-SiC. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Sec. V.

II. METHODS

A. Theory

1. Computational details

All defect calculations were performed using the VASP

density functional software [32–35], with which we found
electronic ground states within the Kohn-Sham formalism,
using the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [36] and
plane waves to describe core and valence electrons, respec-
tively. Supercells of 3C-SiC (4H-SiC) with cubic (hexagonal)
shape were constructed by replicating 3 × 3 × 3 (5 × 5 × 2)
conventional (primitive) cells along the main axes. Pristine
supercells comprised a total of 216 (400) atoms, from which
one carbon atom was removed to create a VC defect. The lattice
constants were a0 = 4.347 Å for 3C-SiC, while for 4H-SiC
we used a = 3.071 Å and c = 10.152 Å. These figures were
obtained within screened hybrid density functional theory
(HSE06 [37,38]), upon relaxation of primitive cells using
fully converged 13×13×13- and 13×13×7-�-centered grids
of k points to sample the Brillouin zone (BZ), respectively.
While differing by less than 0.6% from their experimental
counterparts [39,40], such a discrepancy is not expected to
induce significant effects to the calculated migration barriers.

All VC ground state geometries were relaxed within the
generalized gradient approximation to the exchange correla-
tion potential as proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [41]. The plane-wave energy cutoff was set to 420 eV.
Brillouin zones of 3C- and 4H-SiC supercells were sampled
with 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack and 2 × 2 × 2 �-centered
k-point meshes, respectively. The electronic self-consistent
energy was minimized to a numerical accuracy of 10−6 eV,
while atomic coordinates of stable structures were relaxed
by means of a conjugate-gradient algorithm until the largest
force was lower than 0.01 eV/Å. The resulting defect struc-
tures matched recent semilocal and hybrid DFT calculations
[14,19,42].

To investigate individual jumps between different lattice
sites during VC migration, a combination of the nudged elastic
band (NEB) [43,44] and the dimer [45] methods was em-
ployed at the PBE level. When commencing a NEB calcu-
lation of each jump, initial and final geometries are fixed,
and a chain of intermediate changeable images (like frames
in a movie sequence) are created along the configurational
space between the end points. The images are connected
by spring interactions to avoid becoming either too close
or too distant from each other. Finally, they are collec-
tively optimized, resulting in a series of images that closely
follow a minimum energy path (MEP) connecting the end
structures.

In a first step, NEB calculations yielded a preliminary
portrayal of the MEP for each vacancy-atom exchange step.
They approximately describe the mechanism where a carbon
atom neighboring the vacancy jumps into the vacant site,
leaving a new VC in its wake. For these exploratory inspections
of the MEP, 11 intermediate images, a plane-wave energy

cutoff of Ecut = 300 eV, and the � point for BZ sampling were
deemed sufficient. The end structures were still those obtained
within the higher level of accuracy (concerning basis and BZ
sampling) as employed during the relaxation of the ground
state structures.

Due to the use of supercells and the concomitant BZ
folding, the band gap of the Kohn-Sham electronic structure
becomes direct and narrowest at k = �. On top of that, the use
of a semilocal functional, and the unavoidable underestimated
gap width, affects structures and energies due to spurious over
mixing of gap states (from the vacancy) with crystalline states,
particularly at the � point [42].

Given the above, a refinement of the calculated transition-
state structures was needed, most importantly to employ a set
of BZ sampling points with lower mixing effects. For that
purpose, the k points for BZ sampling and Ecut were chosen
to be identical to those used for the ground state relaxations.
Hence, we either carried out (i) upgraded NEB calculations
restricted to a narrower sequence of images enclosing the
higher energy section obtained from the exploratory MEP or
(ii) used a local search algorithm, namely the dimer method
to find the saddle point. In both cases, the starting point was
the result from the exploratory �-point NEB calculations.
We found that either way, both methods yield approximately
identical results. However, due to its lower computational
cost, the dimer method was mostly used.

The dimer method requires two images comprising the
actual dimer, which are displaced from each other by a small
distance and should be close to the saddle point. The saddle
point can then be identified by consecutive dimer rotations
and changes in dimer separation within the potential energy
surface [45]. Provided that we have a good starting structure,
the dimer method was found to be a swift and dependable
transition-state search algorithm [46].

Finally, after identification of the transition-state geome-
tries, single-point energies of the initial, transition, and final
states were determined self-consistently by using the screened
hybrid density functional HSE06 [37,38], � only for BZ
sampling and Ecut = 420 eV for the plane-wave energy cutoff.
Activation energies for VC jumps were obtained from the
energy difference between transition and initial states.

The HSE06 functional is widely accepted as capable of
accurately capturing the 3C- and 4H-SiC electronic structure,
yielding calculated band gaps of 2.24 eV and 3.17 eV at
T = 0 K, respectively, close to the experimental values of
2.4 eV [11] and 3.27 eV [47]. The use of screened hybrid
DFT energies of PBE-relaxed structures was recently tested
for solid-state problems, including defects in SiC [48]. This
approach allows us (i) to employ large enough supercells to
accommodate the strain fields produced by the vacancy and
at the same time (ii) to avoid artificial hybridization between
vacancy and crystalline states.

We may summarize the methodology employed as the
following recipe (applied to both 3C- and 4H-SiC):

(1) Relaxation at PBE level, with BZ 2 × 2 × 2-sampling
and Ecut = 420 eV, to obtain initial and final VC structures
involved in the jumps.

(2) Exploratory NEB calculation at PBE level, with BZ �

sampling and Ecut = 300 eV, to identify an approximate MEP
and transition state.
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(3) Transition-state search using the dimer method at PBE
level, BZ 2 × 2 × 2 sampling and Ecut = 420 eV. The initial
dimer was made from the two highest energy structures from
the exploratory NEB run.

(4) Total energy calculations of PBE geometries at
HSE06-level, with BZ � sampling and Ecut = 420 eV, to find
the energy barriers for VC jumps.

2. Workflow testing

While the method presented in the previous section was
being developed, several tests were performed to ensure the
accuracy and correctness of each calculation step by investi-
gating whether the VC migration barrier height was converged
with respect to the BZ sampling at both the PBE and HSE06
levels. Moreover, several variations of the methodology were
tested, to ensure that they yielded the same result. Due to the
larger supercell size and greater complexity of 4H-SiC, tests
were firstly performed in 3C-SiC. Final HSE06-level results
for 4H-SiC will be presented in Sec. III. However, some
benchmarking tests are also included herein for reference.

Prior to testing barrier height convergence with respect
to k-point sampling, the credibility of the method needed to
be verified. Following an 11-image �-NEB calculation
to obtain an exploratory MEP of VC in 3C-SiC, we
performed a second and more focused NEB calculation
using a 2 × 2 × 2 mesh of k points and seven images
distributed along a short configurational segment enclosing
the saddle point region of the exploratory MEP. A comparison
between the activation energy for migration, EA, obtained
according to the twofold NEB calculation described above
and that obtained from the dimer approach, is shown in
Table I. We conclude that both methods essentially lead to the
same result, EA = 3.7 eV. Table I also shows that the simpler
exploratory NEB calculation (first data row) provides a barrier
which is only ∼0.2 eV below the best result, suggesting that
the highest energy image is indeed a good starting point for
the subsequent methods.

We also verified the BZ-sampling accuracy of a 2 × 2 ×
2 k-point sampling mesh. The test was carried out using
seven-image focused NEB runs as described above. An identi-
cal calculation with a 4 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh gave an energy

TABLE I. Test of the transition state optimization method in 3C-
SiC. First row: Exploratory MEP search using a �-point 11-image
NEB calculation. Second row: Focused 7-image NEB calculation
over a short configurational segment of the exploratory MEP, near the
saddle point, using 2 × 2 × 2 BZ sampling. Third row: Dimer run for
identifying the saddle point structure. Fourth row: Focused 7-image
NEB calculation near the saddle point, using 4 × 4 × 4 BZ sampling.
All calculations were done at the PBE level with Ecut = 300 eV for
the �-NEB and Ecut = 420 eV for the remaining calculations.

Method Functional k-mesh EA (eV)

NEB (11-img) PBE � 3.52
NEB (7-img) PBE 2 × 2 × 2 3.66
Dimer PBE 2 × 2 × 2 3.69
NEB (7-img) PBE 4 × 4 × 4 3.66

TABLE II. Convergence testing of VC migration barrier heights
in 3C- and 4H-SiC with respect to BZ sampling when using the
two-step method Dimer+SCF@HSE06, namely a PBE-level dimer
search (employing a MP- or �-centered 2 × 2 × 2 k mesh) followed
by a SCF (self-consistent field) calculation at the HSE06 level. In 4H-
SiC, one in-plane jump [namely hh, standing for VC(h) → VC(h)] and
two out-of-plane jumps (hk and kh) were investigated. Coordinates
of k points are in units of reciprocal lattice vectors. All values are
in eV.

4H-SiC

BZ sampling 3C-SiC hh hk kh

� = (0, 0, 0) 3.97 3.68 4.06 4.17

R = ( 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) 4.03

A = (0, 0, 1
2 ) 3.68 4.05 4.17

MP-2×2×2 4.07
�-2×2×2 4.11

barrier which differed by less than 2 meV from the analogous
quantity obtained with a coarser 2 × 2 × 2 mesh.

The energy barrier convergence with respect to BZ sam-
pling was investigated in 3C-SiC when employing the dimer
method followed by a final HSE06-level self-consistent field
(SCF) calculation. The results of the test are summarized in
Table II, including similar tests performed for the 4H-SiC
case. In 3C-SiC, we find that the �-sampling result is already
very close to that using a single k-point at the corner of the
BZ, namely R = ( 1

2 , 1
2 , 1

2 ), or even using the most accurate
2 × 2 × 2 mesh. The difference between the �- and 2 × 2 ×
2-sampled results is only 0.1 eV, the same as the expected
error bar of the method.

In 4H-SiC, single-point sampling tests, namely � and A =
(0, 0, 1

2 ), were performed for in-plane (hh) and out-of-plane
(hk and kh) vacancy jumps. The difference to the �-centered
2×2×2 result was actually smaller, down to about 0.05 eV.
Accordingly, the method of choice (Dimer+SCF@HSE06)
with �-only sampling at the HSE06 level is deemed sufficient
for capturing the energetics of VC migration in 3C- and
4H-SiC.

B. Experiment

The experimental section of this work concerns 4H-SiC
only as, to the best of our knowledge, no DLTS signal has
been attributed to the carbon vacancy in 3C-SiC. Epitaxial
layers (∼10 μm) of n-doped (nitrogen) 4H-SiC with two
different surface orientations were used: c-cut samples grown
4◦ off the c axis purchased from Cree Inc., and a-cut samples
grown on-axis by chemical vapor deposition at 1650 ◦C at the
University of Linköping [49]. The samples were implanted
with 4.0 MeV C ions to fluences of either 4 × 108 cm−2

or 6 × 108 cm−2 and having a projected range of ∼2.5 μm
according to collision Monte Carlo calculations as manifested
in the SRIM (stopping and range of ions in matter) code
[50]. All implantations were performed at room temperature
with the samples tilted ∼8◦ off with respect to the surface
normal to reduce channeling. Carbon implantation was chosen
to ensure selective formation of point defects while avoiding
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non-native species, and the implantation energy was chosen
for the projected range to be within the DLTS probing region.
Following ion implantation, metastable peaks tend to appear
near the Z1/2 level in 4H-SiC DLTS spectra [51]. Hence, a
post-implantation annealing at 200 ◦C was conducted to alle-
viate implantation damage and ensure that the VC was primar-
ily being addressed. Measurements after this initial annealing
step are labeled prediffusion. Heat treatments were carried out
at temperatures in the 200–1600 ◦C range, where the low tem-
perature anneals between 200 ◦C and 600 ◦C were performed
for 0.5 h in air using a conventional tube furnace, while at
higher temperatures argon (Ar) atmosphere and a rf-heated
furnace equipped with a graphite crucible were employed.

After the heat treatments, circular Ni Schottky contacts,
having a diameter of ∼1 mm and thickness ∼150 nm, were
deposited on top of the epilayers using an electron-beam
evaporator, whereas silver paste was used as backside Ohmic
contacts. The VC concentration as a function of depth from
the surface was investigated by monitoring the Z1/2 peak at
∼285 K using DLTS depth profiling employing a 640 ms−1

rate window, while keeping the temperature within ±0.1 K.
The DLTS setup is described elsewhere [52]. The reverse bias
was kept constant at −10 V, while gradually increasing the
filling pulse voltage (50 ms duration) from 0 to 11 V. DLTS
depth profiling yields a DLTS signal versus voltage, which can
be converted into defect concentration versus depth according
to [53]

Nt(x) = −
(

qW 2Nrb

ε

)
Nd(x)

∂ (�C/C)

∂V
, (1)

where Nt(x) is the defect (trap) concentration as a function
of depth from the surface, q is the elementary charge, W the
depletion width, Nrb the concentration of ionized donors at the
end of the depletion region, ε the semiconductor permittivity,
Nd(x) the concentration of ionized donors versus depth, and
the last factor is the derivative of the DLTS signal versus
voltage. The ionized donor concentrations, Nrb and Nd(x),
were determined from capacitance-voltage measurements that
were performed prior to each individual DLTS depth profil-
ing procedure. For all measurements, Nt < 0.1Nd. Note that
Eq. (1) is a commonly used approximation which neglects

the λ-correction term [54–56]. We will return to this issue in
Sec. III B.

III. RESULTS

A. Theory

First of all, let us identify the number of possible ways
a VC defect can jump into a neighboring carbon site. Due
to (pseudo-)Jahn-Teller effects, neutral VC adopts tetrago-
nal (D2d ) and monoclinic (C1h) ground state structures in
3C- and 4H-SiC, respectively [14,24,42,57,58]. In the cubic
phase, each carbon site has one shell of 12 carbon second
neighbors, shown as black haloed spheres in Fig. 1(a). Due
to symmetry lowering, a tetragonal VC in 3C-SiC has two
distinct shells of C neighbors (respectively populated with
4 + 8 = 12 atoms). After each jump the vacancy can land
with up to three symmetry-equivalent orientations, meaning
that in principle we would have to consider 2 (shells) × 3
(orientations) = 6 different ways of jumping. For the case
of monoclinic VC in 4H-SiC, there are two inequivalent lat-
tice sites, each having seven inequivalent shells of carbon
neighbors (respectively populated with 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +
2 + 1 = 12 atoms). Given that there are three symmetry-
equivalent orientations of VC for each lattice site, we end up
with a total of 42 different jumps.

Fortunately, we know that the height of the energy bar-
riers for conversion between equivalent (pseudo-)Jahn-Teller
induced alignments, are about 0.3–0.4 eV [14]. Consequently,
during vacancy migration, the temperatures are high enough
to allow the defect to freely roam around all orientations and
effectively show tetrahedral or trigonal symmetry in 3C- and
4H-SiC, respectively. From the NEB runs, we actually found
that during the very early stages of each jump, the VC defect
nearly gains the full symmetry, and from there, proceeds
with the actual jump. Hence, we assume that the saddle
point structure does not depend on the choice of initial/final
orientation of the defect. This reduces the number of jumps to
one in 3C-SiC and to three for each vacancy [VC(k) and VC(h)]
in 4H-SiC.

The possible jumps are depicted in Fig. 1, where curved
arrows illustrate approximate paths of the carbon vacancy. In

FIG. 1. Illustration of the possible jumps of (a) VC in 3C-SiC, (b) VC(k) in 4H-SiC, and (c) VC(h) in 4H-SiC, into nearest neighbor C sites.
Si and C atoms are represented in white, with thin and thick halos, respectively. Red- and blue-circled atoms in 4H-SiC differentiate C atoms
occupying k and h planes. Curved arrows illustrate approximate paths of the carbon vacancy and point to the Cx atom of that particular jump
(see text). Individual jumps are labeled by letter pairs indicating initial and final lattice sites of VC. In 4H-SiC, kh and kh′ are symmetrically
related to hk and hk′, respectively (see text).
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3C-SiC all VC jumps are symmetrically equivalent, leaving
a single jump (among 12 possibilities) to be explored. It is
convenient at this point to single out the shell of twelve carbon
atoms directly bound to the Si atoms that are edging the
vacancy. During a vacancy jump, any of these C atoms can
exchange their position with the vacancy. Hereafter, the jump-
ing C atom is labeled Cx, standing for exchanging C atom.
Analogously, the shell of twelve carbon atoms is referred to
as Cx shell.

In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), individual jumps in 4H-SiC are
labeled by letter pairs indicating initial and final lattice sites of
VC. Pseudocubic and hexagonal carbon sites are highlighted
with red and blue halos, respectively. For each lattice site
we have one basal jump (kk′ and hh′) and two pseudoaxial
jumps,1 namely {kh, kh′} for VC(k) and {hk, hk′} for VC(h),
respectively. We also note that, if h′-k-h-k′ stands for the
sequence of four carbon atoms in the 4H-SiC primitive cell
along the axial direction, kh is related to hk by reversal
symmetry, and in the same way, kh′ is a reversed hk′ jump. So,
the irreducible number of jumps to consider in 4H-SiC is four.
Two of them span a basal lattice vector ({kk, hh}), while the
other two, for instance {kh′, kh} span the axial vector along a
-h′-k-h-k′- chain of sites.

1. 3C-SiC

As reported previously in Ref. [24], VC in 3C-SiC migrates
on the C sublattice over a calculated barrier of 3.5 eV. This
figure was obtained using a local functional and � sampling
[59,60], and reproduced by us (see first data row in Table I).
A subsequent NEB calculation with 2 × 2 × 2 BZ sampling
mesh, followed by a dimer saddle-point search, raised the
barrier to 3.7 eV. Despite the difference, the mechanism for
the vacancy hop, as well as the transition state geometry, are
essentially the same and confirm what was previously found.

Figure 2(a) shows a Cx atom (highlighted in black) initiat-
ing its jump in NEB image number 1. We note that NEB image
numbers in the figure refer to the location of the vacancy
(black dot). Both the Cx atom and VC meet at the transition
state near NEB image number 5 and finally exchange their
locations at the final (ground) state in NEB image number
13. The calculated exploratory MEP along the configurational
space (using � sampling and Ecut = 300 eV) is shown in
Fig. 2(b) using a dashed line and black dots. In Ref. [24],
the transition state was rationalized as the configuration at
which the Cx atom crosses through a gate defined by the
rectangle drawn in Fig. 2(a). Although this picture is well
suited for 3C-SiC, it is not general enough to be applied in 4H-
SiC. We prefer to describe the transition state (close to NEB
image number 5) as a Si-C split-interstitial (nearly aligned
along 〈001〉) shouldered by two carbon vacancies. Below we
argue that the height of the barrier depends mostly on the
coordination of the atoms in the Si-C unit at the saddle-point
configuration, including bond lengths and angles with their
ligands.

1The term pseudoaxial is employed here to emphasize that this
is not a purely axial jump of VC along a 〈0001〉 crystallographic
direction. This contrasts with basal jumps, where vacancy motion
proceeds strictly within a basal plane.

FIG. 2. VC migration in 3C-SiC as illustrated by (a) the atomistic
structure surrounding a VC defect (Si and C shown with thin and thick
halos, respectively) and the approximate path a Cx atom (shown in
black) will follow when jumping into the vacant site, in the opposite
direction of the curved arrow. Dots and numbers indicate the position
of the VC and respective NEB images along the MEP. In (b) we show
the energies of intermediate structures along the MEP, as obtained
using the NEB method with different BZ sampling meshes (dots and
open symbols), using the dimer method (red cross), and performing
a SCF calculation within hybrid-DFT using the structure identified
by the dimer search (red diamond).

The below-zero dip towards the end of the MEP curve
of Fig. 2(b) (close to NEB image number 11) is an artifact.
It arises because the end structures (which are not changed
during the NEB relaxation) were obtained using a denser BZ
sampling mesh and a higher plane-wave cutoff energy than
the NEB calculation. Structures from NEB images number 11
and 13 are rather close in configurational space. However, the
former is closer to the ground state when using � sampling
and Ecut = 300 eV.

Figure 2(b) also shows transition state energies calculated
(i) using a more accurate NEB run focused on a shorter path
near the saddle point (NEB-PBE-2 × 2 × 2, solid line and
open symbols), (ii) using the dimer method (Dimer-PBE-
2 × 2 × 2, red cross), and (iii) using the structure from the
dimer search to perform an SCF calculation at the HSE06-
level (SCF-HSE06-�, red diamond). While both PBE-level
calculations give EA = 3.7 eV, the hybrid-DFT result is EA =
4.0 eV, significantly increasing the calculated barrier with
respect to the 3.5 eV previously found [24].

As referred by Rauls et al. [26], the total energy of a defect
(and consequently its migration barrier) is sensitive to the
energetic position of the occupied defect levels within the
band gap. Our results indicate that improving the level of the-
ory from local or semilocal DFT to hybrid density functional
theory with a converged Brillouin-zone sampling grid, opens
up the calculated gap of SiC, decreases the coupling between
defect-levels and crystalline states, and for the case of VC the
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TABLE III. Activation energies, EA, for all four inequivalent
jumps of VC in 4H-SiC via exchange with carbon neighbors, see
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The three data columns refer to the three steps
of the calculation, namely (1) the exploratory NEB run, (2) the
dimer run with stringent BZ sampling mesh and Ecut, and (3) the
SCF calculation of the transition state within HSE06. All activation
energies for individual jumps are calculated with respect to the
energy of the initial state. The overall barriers for axial and basal
migration are also reported. Relevant computational details are listed
in the bottom part of the table.

Jump Activation energy, EA (eV)

kh′ 3.5 3.9 4.2
kh 3.3 3.8 4.1
kk 3.3 3.7 4.0
hh 3.0 3.4 3.7

Axial barrier 3.5 3.9 4.2
Basal barrier 3.0 3.4 3.7

Calculation NEB Dimer SCF
Functional PBE PBE HSE06
Ecut (eV) 300 420 420
BZ-sampling � 2 × 2 × 2 �

barrier suffers an enhancement of about 0.5 eV. This energy
cannot be interpreted as a source of error and is not negligible.

2. 4H-SiC

The agreement between our calculations for VC migration
in 3C-SiC and previous works [24] provides a reassuring
benchmark for the following and more involved calculations
in 4H-SiC. Table III summarizes the calculated activation
energies for single VC jumps in 4H-SiC after each of the
three calculation steps (exploratory NEB, dimer, and HSE06-
SCF, respectively), clearly demonstrating an influence of the
initial/final lattice sites on the barrier height. According to
our previous analysis, four jumps were considered: two pseu-
doaxial (kh′ and kh) and two basal (hh and kk). The notation
found in Table III is the same as that of Fig. 1, describing how
a vacancy moves from a particular site into neighboring sites.
We also note that for the pseudoaxial jumps (first two data
rows) the barrier for the reversed jump is readily obtained by
subtracting E (h) = 0.1 eV, which is the energy of VC(h) with
respect to VC(k), to the reported barriers.

Comparing basal to axial activation barriers we conclude
that VC migration in 4H-SiC exhibits substantial anisotropy.
Furthermore, we find that there are considerable differences
when we compare the barriers for basal migration within k
and h planes. The difference between activation energies of
pseudoaxial and basal jumps persists across all three compu-
tational steps (NEB, dimer, hybrid-DFT SCF calculations).
However, as we improve the calculation specifications and
the calculated band gap width opens up, the barriers are
progressively raised.

For axial migration, the relevant barrier is the highest with
respect to the ground state VC(k), namely EA(kh′) = 4.2 eV.
For basal migration, we have to consider that for irradiation-
induced VC populations at 1400 ◦C, the populations of VC(k)
and VC(h) are comparable, and in this case the faster species

FIG. 3. Schematic potential energy profile along axial (h′-k-h-k′)
and basal (h′-h′ and k′-k′) migration paths of VC in 4H-SiC. The
diagram was constructed based on the results of Table III, combined
with the calculated energy of VC(h) with respect to VC(k), E (h) =
0.1 eV. The qualitative character of the profiles is not affected by the
level of theory employed (NEB, dimer or HSE06-SCF).

will set the pace. Hence, the barrier to consider is the lowest,
EA(hh) = 3.7 eV. The migration along the k plane is limited
by a barrier of EA(kk) = 4.0 eV, which is essentially identical
to that found for the cubic phase. An overall picture of the mi-
gration of VC in 4H-SiC is provided in Fig. 3. The figure shows
a schematic potential energy profile along axial (h′-k-h-k′)
and basal (h′-h′ and k′-k′) migration paths of VC in 4H-SiC.
The blue and red lines rationalize the potential energy surface
for effective axial and basal migration, whereas the dashed
black line indicates that migration along the k-plane should
be inactive. These results explain what has been previously
observed in Ref. [31] but not accounted for by a physical
model at the time.

Axial migration of VC in 4H-SiC was experimentally found
to be substantially slower than basal migration [31]. At
1400 ◦C they differ by about one order of magnitude [31],
corresponding to a difference in activation energy of ∼0.3 eV.
Here we are assuming identical exponential prefactors (which
account for the jump attempt frequencies). This figure is in
excellent agreement with the calculated E (kh′) − E (hh) =
0.5 eV as reported in Table III. Further details regarding more
recent and comprehensive experimental observations will be
provided in the next section.

Interestingly, the calculated anisotropy is pronounced for
h-basal and not so much for k-basal migration (compared
to axial migration). As pointed out already, the activation
barrier for k-basal migration, EA(kk) = 4.0 eV, is identical
to the barrier for VC migration in 3C-SiC, suggesting that the
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resulting anisotropy could be explained based on differences
between the hexagonal and cubic crystal fields or bond co-
ordination at the respective transition states within the k and
h planes of carbon atoms. We will come back to this issue
in Sec. IV. From a practical point of view, knowledge of
how basal migration is activated and proceeds preferentially
along h planes could shape device processing techniques. For
instance, deployment of impurities or dopants at a preferential
site could be leveraged by interactions with either VC(k) or
VC(h) defects, eventually biased by selective diffusion.

In a recent report by Kuate Defo et al. [29], although the
diffusivity of VC was not addressed, the energy barrier for
a kh′ jump of VC in 4H-SiC was found to be as high as
EA ≈ 4.7–4.8 eV using a semilocal approximation to DFT.
This result is actually ∼0.5 eV above our hybrid-DFT re-
sult, in opposition to the trend displayed by the semilocal
results for VC migration in 3C-SiC. For the same barrier,
our semilocal calculation using the nudged elastic band +
dimer method gives EA = 3.9 eV (cf. kh′ jump in Table III),
which in turn agrees with the referred trend. We are unable
to explain this inconsistency and can only suggest that the
transition-state geometries from Ref. [29] were away from
the true saddle point for being obtained by classical molecular
dynamics.

Until now we have not mentioned the impact of entropy on
the diffusivity of VC. An account on this problem was previ-
ously reported in Ref. [26]. Based on the vibrational spectrum
of VC in 3C-SiC at the ground and transition states, vibrational
entropy was found to lower the barrier by about 1.9 kB eV/K,
where kB stands for the Boltzmann constant. From a practical
point of view, this translates into a decrease of the barriers by
0.1–0.3 eV at 1100–1600 ◦C. While it is important to bear in
mind that these values and the experimental/theoretical error
bars are close in magnitude, it is equally important to note
that to some extent entropy effects will affect all barriers,
irrespective of the polytype or jump type.

All four relevant MEPs for VC migration in 4H-SiC are
shown in Fig. 4. Each chain of points on each plot (including
solid and open symbols) refer to image energies from a NEB
run using exploratory conditions (� sampling of the BZ and
Ecut = 300 eV). The solid symbols at the ends are distin-
guished because they refer to single-point energy calculations
employing ground state structures previously obtained using
production conditions (2×2×2 sampling and Ecut = 420 eV).
Hence, likewise Fig. 2, during the NEB runs the structures
edging the fixed ends relaxed towards the lowest energy con-
figurations under exploratory conditions, which differ slightly
from the true ground states (end points).

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) refer to jumps of VC(k) into neighbor-
ing h sites. Note that kh′ and kh plots should be read from right
to left and from left to right, respectively. Both jumps (or their
symmetric reversals) are performed during axial migration.
They are depicted by curved arrows in Fig. 1(b). Clearly, kh′
and kh jumps have distinct energy profiles and expectingly
different mechanisms. Conversely, kk and hh jumps show
energy profiles close to that of kh, foreshadowing similar
mechanisms for all three. It is also interesting that from the
exploratory NEB calculations we can already infer that kh′
is the highest barrier and therefore the limiting jump for axial
migration. Conversely, hh has the lowest barrier and should be

FIG. 4. Minimum energy paths (MEPs) for single jumps of VC in
4H-SiC. (a) kh′-jump, (b) kh-jump, (c) kk-jump, and (d) hh-jump.
Calculations represented as open symbols were carried out using
exploratory conditions, namely � sampling of the BZ and Ecut =
300 eV. Solid symbols at the ends represent ground state structures
obtained using 2×2×2 sampling and Ecut = 420 eV. Red curves
indicate the MEPs which limit the diffusivity of VC along axial and
basal directions.

the limiting step regarding the diffusivity along basal planes.
Below we discuss the origin of these differences.

B. Experiment

Experimentally, VC diffusion was studied using a com-
bination of heat treatments and deep level transient spec-
troscopy on C implanted 4H-SiC samples. Figure 5(a) shows
DLTS spectra of c- and a-cut samples implanted with 4 ×
108 cm−2 C ions, both under prediffusion conditions and after
annealing the samples at 1400 ◦C . Several DLTS signatures
are observable in Fig. 5(a), including the previously reported
peaks normally labeled S1, S2, and Z1/2, with activation
energies of 0.4, 0.71, and ∼0.7 eV, respectively [61]. The
latter defect is associated with the VC and corresponds to a
twofold electron emission due to a (−2/0) transition [15].
Vacancies at hexagonal and pseudocubic lattice sites have
similar energy level positions and are only distinguishable by
Laplace-DLTS [62]. The S1 and S2 centers arise in implanted
samples but are less stable than the Z1/2 level, and disappear at
high temperatures [61] as seen in Fig. 5(a). Similar arguments
can be presented for most of the primary defects expected
to arise in the samples; the Si vacancy (VSi) is expected to
transform into the carbon antisite-vacancy (CAV) pair above
400–600 ◦C [63,64], which again anneals out at 900–1200 ◦C
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FIG. 5. (a) DLTS spectra of c-cut (blue) and a-cut (red) n-type 4H-SiC in the vicinity of the Z1/2 level under pre- and post-diffusion
conditions. The spectra have been scaled for the Z1/2 peak size to represent the VC concentration of the relevant sample. (b) VC concentration
vs depth profiles along the c (blue) and a (red) directions in prediffusion samples and after annealing at 1400 ◦C for 2 h, with dots representing
experimental data, dashed lines the prediffusion fits and solid lines being the diffused profiles calculated by solving the diffusion equation.

[64,65]. Carbon and silicon self-interstitials have even lower
thermal stabilities than VSi and CAV, with migration energies
close to ∼1 eV [11]. Hence, the interstitials generated both
from ion collisions and implantation of C are expected to
rapidly disappear above 200 ◦C, and therefore their interaction
with VC is neglected herein.

Ion implantation may also create more complex defects
such as antisites, divacancies, and antisite-vacancy pairs.
However, the implantation fluence ensures the selective for-
mation of point defects to concentrations well within the
dilute limit. Hence, complex defects are likely to be much
less abundant than VC, and with only ∼1014 cm−3 VC’s in the
samples implanted to the highest fluence, there should be at
least ∼100 nm between defects of any kind. Therefore, and
in the absence of long-range Coulomb attraction, neutral VC’s
will encounter potential sinks only rarely, and any ensuing
lowering of VC concentration (caused by reactions between
VC and complexes) should be negligible. Thus, to summarize,
a target temperature range exists (∼1200–1600 ◦C), where VC

becomes mobile, standing as the main prevalent point defect,
thus enabling experimental observation of its diffusion.

A quantitative conversion of the DLTS peak amplitude to
concentration is strictly valid for uniform defect profiles only.
Thus, depth profiling measurements are highly appropriate
for the present study, and the results for the prediffused and
1400 ◦C annealed samples are shown in Fig. 5(b). A striking
feature of the profiles in Fig. 5(b) is the significantly lower
and broader concentration profile along the basal a direction
(in red) compared to that of the axial c direction (in blue) for
the same annealing treatment. This confirms that thermally
activated VC diffusion shows considerable anisotropy as pre-
viously proposed [31].

Figure 6 displays VC concentration versus depth profiles
for (a) c-cut and (b) a-cut samples implanted with 6 ×
108 cm−2 C ions, before and after annealing at temperatures
between 1200 ◦C and 1500 ◦C. The profiles in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) demonstrate the temperature evolution of the VC

concentration along axial and basal crystallographic direc-
tions, respectively, and confirm the anisotropic VC migration
in 4H-SiC. For instance, after annealing at 1500 ◦C the VC

has clearly moved further along the a direction than the c
direction, despite the shorter annealing time (at 1500 ◦C) for
the a-cut samples as compared to the c-cut ones. As seen from
the figure, higher temperatures and/or longer diffusion times
are required to obtain similar diffusion profiles for the c-cut
[Fig. 6(a)] and the a-cut [Fig. 6(b)] samples, demonstrating
the anisotropy in VC diffusion. The intermediate temperature
VC profiles, i.e., between 1300 ◦C and 1500 ◦C, become grad-
ually lower and broader as expected from Fig. 6 for both the
c- and a-cut samples, and are therefore not shown for the sake
of clearness. Annealing c-cut and a-cut samples at 1600 ◦C
resulted in uniform VC concentration profiles and revealed
out-diffusion of the VC, most likely to the surface and possibly
to other defect sinks.

Assuming that the Si and C sublattices are independent and
a single diffusion mechanism prevails with no external driving
force, VC migration is equivalent to migration in a chemically
homogeneous system where isolated VC’s migrate exclusively
on the C sublattice. This allows VC diffusion to be described
by a diffusion equation in the form of Fick’s second law [66],

∂c

∂t
= D

∂2c

∂2x
, (2)

where c denotes the concentration and D is the diffusivity.
Using the prediffusion fit to the experimental data as the initial
VC concentration, we deduced the VC diffusivity (D) at each
temperature by solving the diffusion equation numerically and
selecting the diffusivity which resulted in the lowest least
mean square error between the calculated VC concentration
profile (for a given D) and the fit to the experimental diffused
VC concentration profile. The resulting diffusivities were esti-
mated to have accuracies in the range 20–30%, which we will
return to below.

Importantly, we note that high temperature heat treatments
induce surface degradation and may influence the capacitance
measured by the Schottky barrier diodes, as reflected in the
relatively large error bars for the diffusivity of 20–30%.
Indeed, protective surface layers such as carbon caps exist but
are known to introduce carbon interstitials that may interfere
with the irradiation induced vacancies [67]. Therefore, the
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FIG. 6. VC concentration vs depth profiles along the (a) c and (b) a direction before (red) and after (blue and black) annealing at
temperatures between 1200 ◦C and 1500 ◦C. Circular marks represent experimental data, red dashed lines are fits to the initial profiles, and
solid lines are the diffused profiles calculated by solving the diffusion equation.

following assumptions and appropriate corrections were made
when processing the data: (i) the ionized donor concentration
does not change during diffusion, (ii) the VC peak position
does not shift during diffusion, and (iii) the amount of VC

defects contained within the depletion region remains constant
during diffusion.

The calculated VC concentrations are shown as solid lines
and experimental data as circular dots in Fig. 6, while the
dashed red lines represent numerical fits to the initial ex-
perimental profiles. Evidently, solving the diffusion equation
for the VC concentration [Eq. (2)] results in an excellent
agreement between the experimental and calculated VC con-
centration profiles, hence, adequately describes the thermally
activated VC migration. Note that the VC concentration profiles
have been shifted slightly in depth (0.1–0.2 μm) and corrected
to remedy the loss of accuracy caused by surface degradation
at high temperatures. The correction was performed to pre-
serve the number of carbon vacancies within the depletion
region before and after the diffusion process. Note that we
assume negligible out-diffusion of VC’s below 1600 ◦C —
Fick’s second law relies on mass conservation. The choice
of Fick’s second law and conservation of VC concentration
during diffusion for modeling of the diffusion process is
validated by observation of essentially identical shapes for the
measured and calculated concentration profiles in Fig. 6. We
note that isothermal annealing of c-cut samples at 1400 ◦C
for two and four hours, revealed identical VC diffusivities of
D = (4 ± 1.2) × 10−14 cm2/s. This is the expected observa-
tion should VC motion in 4H-SiC be governed by indepen-
dent vacancy jumps. Furthermore, the samples annealed at
1400 ◦C for 2 and 4 h were implanted to different C fluences
(4 × 108 cm−2 and 6 × 108 cm−2, respectively). The lack of
temporal dependence in the VC diffusivity indicates no tran-
sient effects with time and confirms the elementary diffusion
process.

Figure 6 demonstrates that VC diffusion is adequately de-
scribed by Fick’s diffusion equation. Assuming that the un-
derlying mechanism involves a thermally activated jump, the
temperature dependence of the VC diffusivity should follow an

Arrhenius behavior according to

D = D0 exp(−EA/kBT ). (3)

Here, T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, EA is the activation energy for migration, and D0 is
the exponential prefactor encompassing the jump frequency.
Indeed, Fig. 7 reveals a pronounced Arrhenius behavior for
VC diffusivity in the 1300–1500 ◦C range along the c direction
and in the 1200–1500 ◦C range along the a direction, where
circles represent deduced D values as described above. In the
same figure, solid lines represent linear fits to the data. Error
bars ranging from 20 to 30% are included. The error in each D
value was estimated from the deviation between the diffusivity
and the linear fit to the experimental data in Fig. 7, combined
with the observed effect of choosing different differentiation
methods (smoothed vs nonsmoothed) when converting the

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of VC diffusivity (D) along the
c direction (blue) and a direction (red), with D clearly obeying
Arrhenius behavior. Circular marks represent D and solid lines are
linear fits to the data. The extracted fitting parameters (D0 and EA)
are included in the figure.
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DLTS data into concentration vs depth profiles as described
by Eq. (1). From the Arrhenius plot, fitting parameters of
D0 = 0.54 cm2/s and EA = (4.4 ± 0.3) eV were deduced
for migration along the c direction, and D0 = 0.02 cm2/s
and EA = (3.6 ± 0.3) eV along the a direction. The abso-
lute accuracy for the exponential prefactors is estimated to
be approximately an order of magnitude, but the calculated
activation energies are much more accurate with error bars of
±0.3 eV along both axial directions.

As previously mentioned, Eq. (1) does not account for the
transition region, or λ effect, arising during fast DLTS pulsing
[53]. The effect has been omitted in the present data due to the
surface degradation mentioned above. Tests were performed
to verify our approach, e.g., for the a-cut sample annealed
at 1500 ◦C for 0.5 h, where the high temperature is poten-
tially associated with large surface degradation. Diffusivities
deduced with and without the λ correction differed by less
than 10%, which is well below the estimated error bars.

We finally note that if single negatively or double neg-
atively charged vacancies had any influence in VC motion,
eventually for being so fast diffusing as to compensate for
their low concentration under intrinsic conditions, that would
be reflected in the Arrhenius plot of Fig. 7. On the contrary, it
is clear that VC motion is thermally activated with rather high
barriers.

IV. DISCUSSION

Comparing the Arrhenius profiles in Fig. 7 to the theoret-
ical calculations reported above, we can explain the experi-
mentally observed VC diffusion along the c and a directions
as the result of pseudoaxial jumps between [0001] planes and
basal jumps within the h plane, respectively. The measured
activation energies for diffusion along the c and a directions,
respectively, 4.4 eV and 3.6 eV, match well with the pseudoax-
ial and basal barriers E (kh′) = 4.2 eV and E (hh) = 3.7 eV,
respectively. Furthermore, and although exponential prefac-
tors were not calculated in this work, we expect D0 to be in the
10−2–10−3 cm2/s range for fundamental vacancy migration
[66]. This interval overlaps the prefactor found for VC migra-
tion along the a direction. Along the c direction the prefactor
falls off the high limit of the expected range, possibly due to
limitations in the experimental accuracy. It is conceivable that
configurational entropy could favor axial diffusivity due to
the existence of more equivalent paths joining an axial lattice
vector than a basal lattice vector. For instance, the shortest
path between two vacancy configurations separated by one
basal vector is unique, while up to 15 equivalent shortest paths
are available for a displacement along the axial lattice vector.
Another effect that would be worth exploring is correlation
effects taking place during the consecutive jumps needed for
axial migration. To that end, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
could be helpful.

The strong correlation between experimental and theo-
retical values for VC migration demonstrates that the defect
travels faster along basal directions (than along the main axial
direction). Combining the experimentally observed VC diffu-
sion characteristics with the theoretically predicted atomistic
aspects of VC migration, we arrive at the conceptual migration
diagram shown in Fig. 8, which provides an interpretation of

FIG. 8. 4H-SiC atomic structure (middle) and schematic poten-
tial energy profiles along axial (right) and basal (left) migration paths
of VC in 4H-SiC. Axial VC migration (h′khk′) along the c direction is
shown to the left (a), and basal VC migration (hh and kk) along the
a direction is pictured to the right (b). The diagram was constructed
based on the results of Table III, combined with the calculated energy
of VC(h) with respect to VC(k), E (h) = 0.1 eV.

the experimental observables based on the theoretical model
presented herein. Schematic potential energy profiles for VC

migration along the axial direction and within the h-basal
plane [Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively] are related to exper-
imentally observed diffusivities measured in c-cut and a-cut
samples, respectively. Relevant basal planes are also repre-
sented in the middle panel of Fig. 8. The shape of the potential
energy profiles in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) are representative of their
relative barrier heights as reported in Table III.

Finally, we expect ion implantation to generate approxi-
mately equal amounts of VC(k) and VC(h) defects, overwriting
whatever population ratio existed prior to implantation. De-
spite VC(k) being the ground state and VC(h) being E (h) =
0.1 eV higher in energy, the annealing temperatures employed
herein (∼1500 ◦C ) are too low to drive a significant popu-
lation difference by generating new carbon vacancies. Hence,
lateral migration along the h plane is expected to be dominant,
as supported by the strong overlap between experimentally
and theoretically deduced activation energies for VC migration
(3.6 eV and 3.7 eV, respectively) along the a direction.

To better understand the anisotropy in VC migration, let us
have a closer look at the migration path. The carbon vacancy
in 3C-SiC migrates according to the mechanism depicted in
Fig. 2 [24]. The transition state is located close to midway
between two neighboring ground state structures. Near NEB
images number 5 and 6, the Cx atom becomes overcoordinated
(connected to five Si atoms), while its Si nearest neighbor
becomes undercoordinated (connected to three C atoms). This
departure from the stable fourfold coordination is responsible
for most of the potential energy to be surmounted during
the jump.
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FIG. 9. Atomistic structures of VC in 4H-SiC near midway be-
tween two neighboring lattice sites. Respective exploratory MEP
energies are shown in Fig. 4. Si atoms are shown as large white
spheres, while Cx-shell atoms are highlighted with red and blue halos
when located in k and h planes, respectively. The jump of the vacancy
is represented by an arrow. The Cx atom is shown in black.

Figure 9 represents structures of VC defects near midway
along their MEPs according to the four different jump types
that were investigated in 4H-SiC. The curved arrows indicate
approximate paths of the vacancy during the jump. The Cx

atom (shown in the middle) moves in the opposite direction,
i.e., departs from the site pointed by the arrow head.

In 4H-SiC, axial migration involves a sequence of kh- and
kh′-like jumps. While the kh MEP of Fig. 4(b) is similar both
in height and shape to the MEP of VC in 3C-SiC shown in
Fig. 2, the kh′ MEP displays an asymmetric camel back shape
with a local minimum close to halfway. We can follow the Cx

atom during the kh′ jump with the help of Figs. 4(a) and 9(a).
Accordingly, Cx departs from the h′ site when VC departs from
the k site. The structure quickly arrives at the saddle point,
were Cx passes between two Si atoms, becoming twofold
coordinated. This is a highly unfavorable coordination for
carbon and leads to the highest energy configuration along
the MEP for axial migration. Then, at midway towards the
k site, the moving Cx atom becomes fourfold coordinated as
depicted in Fig. 9(a), leading to the prominent local minimum
in the middle of Fig. 4(a). From here, Cx has to overcome a
small (∼0.3 eV barrier) to reach the k site, annihilating the
original VC(k) defect but creating a new VC(h′) defect. We
note that the structure of Fig. 9(a) is a true local minimum. A
free relaxation of that structure (without the spring constraints
of the NEB method) did not significantly alter the geometry,
and the energy of the metastable configuration was 2.11 eV
(HSE06-level) above that of the VC(k) ground state.

The local minimum structure depicted in Fig. 9(a) (with
Cx showing fourfold coordination), is not visited during other
vacancy jumps in 4H-SiC, namely kh, kk, and hh. There, the
picture was found to be analogous to that of 3C-SiC. The
transition-state structures are close to halfway between initial
and final structures as depicted in Figs. 9(b)–9(d). Similarly to
the transition state in 3C-SiC, the Cx atom at the saddle point
of kh, kk, and hh jumps is overcoordinated.

A more careful inspection of Figs. 9(b) and 9(c) allows
us to conclude that, for the saddle-point structures of kh and
kk jumps, besides Cx having identical Si first neighbors, the
whole Cx shell is similar to that found in 3C-SiC. This means
that in all three cases, Cx has similar second neighbors along
the MEP, at least up to the saddle point, therefore explaining
their almost identical barriers of ∼4 eV.

Figure 9(d) shows the atomistic structure of VC in 4H-
SiC near the saddle point along the hh jump. Although the
coordination of Cx is similar to that found at kh and kk saddle
points [Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively], it is clear that some
carbon atoms within the Cx shell, namely those in the Si-C3(k)
structures near the arrow pointing along the 〈0001〉 direction
in Fig. 9(d), differ from the analogous Si-C3(h) structures of
Fig. 9(c). Importantly, for the hh jump, the Cx-Si-C(k) bond
angles (with apex at Si) near the transition state structure
deviate less from the perfect sp3 bond angle of 109.5◦. The kk
transition state shows two particularly acute Cx-Si-C angles
of 70◦, while the lowest angle for the hh transition state is
82◦. The lower departure from perfect sp3 bonding of the Si
atoms neighboring Cx during hh jumps is invoked to explain
its lower activation barrier.

The investigation of migration barriers for intrinsic defects
such as vacancies is crucial for understanding one of the
most fundamental mechanisms of mass transport in mate-
rials, namely self-diffusion. The mechanisms for Si and C
self-diffusion in SiC have previously been attributed to their
corresponding intrinsic defects [68,69], and the energy barrier
for C self-diffusion in 4H-SiC along the c axis has been
experimentally estimated at 7.6 eV [70] and 8.5 eV [71].
However, whether C self-diffusion is primarily mediated by
C interstitials (as proposed in Refs. [24,70] and [72]) or by
vacancies (as inferred in Ref. [71]) has not been resolved
experimentally. It is therefore interesting to verify the com-
pliance of our results within the above views.

One can estimate the activation energy for self-diffusion
(a process which occurs only at very high temperatures, where
intrinsic conditions apply) as the sum of the formation energy
and the migration barrier of the mediating defect. Under
C-rich conditions (which are usually imposed during SiC
growth to reduce the concentration of VC defects) the calcu-
lated formation energy of neutral VC(k) is Ef = 5.0 eV. For
this calculation, the carbon chemical potential was considered
as the energy per atom in bulk diamond (within hybrid-DFT).
Hence, we anticipate activation energies for basal and axial
VC-mediated carbon self-diffusion of 8.7 eV and 9.2 eV,
respectively. The latter figure is the one to be compared to
the experiments referred above, where C-rich conditions are
also expected, overestimating the observations by 1.6 eV
(Ref. [70]) and 0.7 eV (Ref. [71]).

Although a detailed account of interstitial carbon (Ci) in
SiC is beyond the scope of the present work, for the sake
of completeness we leave the reader with a brief analysis of
carbon self-diffusion in 4H-SiC, eventually mediated by Ci

defects. The ground state of neutral Ci has spin-1 and consists
of a C-C dimer replacing a C(k) site [73]. In 3C-SiC the
structure consists on a 〈001〉-aligned split interstitial [73]. In
C-rich material, the formation energy of a neutral Ci defect
(which is the stable state under intrinsic conditions) is Ef =
6.6 eV (using HSE06). According to local density functional
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calculations, the estimated migration barrier of neutral Ci in
3C-SiC is estimated at EA = 0.5–0.6 eV [24,72], suggesting
that it could migrate already at room temperature. We note
however, that the above figure is probably underestimated. If
we consider that analogous calculations for the VC migration
yielded a barrier ∼0.5 eV below the hybrid-DFT value [24],
we arrive at EA ∼ 1 eV for the estimated migration barrier
of Ci, matching the estimated barrier for Ci migration in
Ref. [11]. Hence, combining this figure with the formation
energy, we arrive at ∼7.6 eV for the activation energy for
Ci-mediated carbon self-diffusion in 4H-SiC. This matches
the activation enthalpy measured for self-diffusion reported
by Rüschenschmidt et al. [70], and it is substantially lower
than the analogous quantity for VC-mediated self-diffusion,
supporting a model where carbon self-diffusion in 4H-SiC
is not promoted by vacancies but rather probably by carbon
interstitials [24,70,72].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We presented a detailed investigation of the mechanisms
behind VC migration in 3C- and 4H-SiC based on first-
principles calculations within hybrid DFT, combined with
experimental studies using heat treatments and subsequent
deep level transient depth profiling. We started by reproducing
previous local-DFT results for 3C-SiC (where a migration
barrier of EA = 3.5 eV was previously found [24]), followed
by calculations with higher k sampling, using the dimer
method and a hybrid functional. The latter method yielded
EA = 4.0 eV. The main reasons for the previous underes-
timation were (i) insufficient BZ sampling and (ii) over-
resonance between vacancy levels and crystalline states within
the narrow gap as obtained using a (semi)local treatment to the
exchange-correlation potential.

We showed that in 4H-SiC, neutral VC migrates anisotrop-
ically and faster along basal directions. VC migration is also
found to be plane selective, meaning that the defect travels
substantially faster within the h plane (avoiding transiting
through the k plane). A total of four inequivalent jumps,
labeled by pairs of sublattice sites, were identified: Two
of them (kh′ and kh) contribute to axial migration, while
the other two (kk and hh) are involved in basal migration.
Whereas kh and kk jumps are very similar to that occurring
in 3C-SiC, including their respective barrier heights, kh′ and
hh are singled out by showing the highest and lowest barriers,
namely EA = 4.2 eV and 3.7 eV, and are therefore identified
as critical mechanisms governing axial and basal diffusivity
of VC, respectively. While kh′ hinders VC migration due to the

involvement of a high-energy twofold coordinated C atom at
the transition state, hh jumps are favored against others due to
a lower departure of Si-C bond angles from those in perfect
sp3 bonded structures.

Experimentally, the activation energy for VC diffusion in
n-type 4H-SiC was determined, and from the adherence of the
experimental data to Fick’s second law we firmly establish
the mechanism governing VC motion as that of fundamental
vacancy migration, namely vacancy-atom exchange on the
C sublattice. The predicted anisotropy in VC diffusion was
experimentally determined, with activation energies of EA =
(4.4 ± 0.3) eV and EA = (3.6 ± 0.3) eV for VC migration
along the c and a directions, respectively, and corresponding
prefactors of 0.54 cm2/s and 0.017 cm2/s. The magnitude
of the prefactors support a simple jump process as expected
for fundamental vacancy migration, and the experimentally
obtained activation energies provide an excellent match with
theoretical predictions of 4.2 eV for axial and 3.7 eV for basal
h sublattice VC migration.

Finally, we examined our results within the current view of
self-diffusion and whether carbon self-diffusion in 4H-SiC is
mediated by vacancies or interstitials. Although the formation
energy of VC is about 1.5 eV lower than that of Ci, we support
the argument that the large migration barrier of VC makes Ci

the most likely mediator for carbon self-diffusion in 4H-SiC
[24,70,72].
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